




‘That is my present. Just that. It will be as it was when we drank the water...’

‘What do you mean?’

‘People have stars, but they aren’t the same. For travelers, the stars are guides. For other people, they’re 
nothing but tiny lights. And for still others, for scholars, they’re problems. For my businessman, they were 
gold. But all those stars are silent stars. You, though, you’ll have stars like nobody else.’

‘What do you mean?’

‘When you look up at the sky at night, since I’ll be living on one of them, since I’ll be laughing on one of 
them, for you it’ll be as if all the stars are laughing. You’ll have stars that can laugh!’

And he laughed again.

‘And when you’re consoled (everyone eventually is consoled), you’ll be glad you’ve known me. You’ll 
always be my friend. You’ll feel like laughing with me. And you’ll open your window sometimes just for the 
fun of it...And your friends will be amazed to see you laughing while you’re looking up at the sky. 
Then you’ll tell them, “Yes, it’s the stars; they always make me laugh!” And they’ll think you’re crazy. It’ll be 
a nasty trick I played on you...’

And he laughed again.

‘And it’ll be as if I had given you, instead of stars, a lot of tiny bells that know how to laugh...’

And he laughed again.”

- Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, The Little Prince



Few hearts like his, with virtue so warm;

Few heads with knowledge so informed. 

In a life of science & family he lived in bliss. 

Inventing, building, teaching, laughing, 

he made the best of this.





The distinction between a Big Bang with expansion 

forever and an Oscillating Universe clearly turns on 

the amount of matter there is. 

If the critical amount of matter is exceeded, we 

live in an Oscillating Universe. Otherwise we live in 

one that expands forever. The expansion times — 

measured in tens of billions of years — are so long 

that these cosmological issues do not affect any 

immediate human concerns. 

But they are of the most profound import for our 

view of the nature and fate of the universe — only a 

little more remotely — of ourselves.

- Carl Sagan, Broca’s Brain

























CLOUDS

See the mighty clouds, whose distant lofty tops

proud, shimmering rise, white as white snow!

Calmly they glide on, at last in calm to die below,

slowly dissolving in a shower of cool drops.

Majestic clouds - smiling onward they go straight

through life, through death in brilliant sun,

in ether so clear and pure, dark care unknown,

with quiet and grand contempt for their fate.

Would I were granted, festively proud as those,

to climb where the bustle of worlds does not tread

and bear the sunlight’s golden wreath around my 

head no matter how angrily round me the storms’ 

roar goes.

- Translated into English by David McDuff 

   in “Karin Boye: Complete poems”.

MOLN

Se de mäktiga moln, vilkas fjärran höga toppar

stolta, skimrande resa sig, vita som vit snö!

Lugna glida de fram för att slutligen lugnt dö

sakta lösande sig i en skur av svala droppar.

Majestätiska moln - genom livet, genom döden

gå de leende fram i en strålande sols sken

utan skymmande oro i eter så klart ren,

gå med storstilat, stilla förakt för sina öden.

Vore mig det förunnat att högtidsstolt som dessa

kunna lyfta mig upp, dit ej världarnas jäkt når

och hur vredgat omkring mig än stormarnas brus går

bära solskimrets gyllene krans omkring min hjässa.

- Karin Boye















“He’s not the Messiah - 
he’s a very naughty boy!”













“This is a vegetarian restaurant...”

“...We serve no meat of any kind. 
We’re not only proud of that, 
we’re smug about it.”

- Monty Python’s Flying Circus















The Blackbird of Glanmore

  

On the grass when I arrive,

Filling the stillness with life,

But ready to scare off

At the very first wrong move,

In the ivy when I leave,

It’s you, blackbird, I love.

I park, pause, take heed.

Breathe. Just breathe and sit

And lines I once translated

Come back: ‘I want away

To the house of death, to my father

Under the low clay roof.’

And I think of one gone to him,

A little stillness dancer -

Haunter-son, lost brother 

Cavorting through the yard,

So glad to see me home,

My homesick first term over.

And think of a neighbour’s words

Long after the accident;

‘Yon bird on the shed roof,

Up on the ridge for weeks -

I said nothing at the time

But I never liked yon bird’

The automatic lock

Clunks shut, the blackbird’s panic

Is shortlived, for a second

I’ve a bird’s eye view of myself,

A shadow on raked gravel

In front of my house of life.

Hedge-hop, I am absolute

For you, your ready talkback,

Your each stand-offish comeback,

Your picky, nervy goldbeak -

On the grass when I arrive,

- Seamus Heaney











“Tonight, instead of discussing the 
existence or non-existence of God, they 
have decided to fight for it.”

- Monty Python’s Flying Circus



Gone but not forgotten

I think, no matter where you stray,

That I shall go with you a way.

Though you may wander sweeter lands, 

You will not soon forget my hands,

Nor yet the way I held my head,

Nor all the tremulous things I said.

You still will see me, small and white 

And smiling, in the secret night,

And feel my arms about you when

The day comes fluttering back again.

I think, no matter where you be,

You’ll hold me in your memory

And keep my image, there without me, 

By telling later loves about me.

- Dorothy Parker


